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Abstract - Water is the most significant component for 
continuing life on earth. 71% of the world's surface is 
water-secured, and the seas hold 96.5 percent of all 
worlds’ water which is salty and can't be utilized 
straightforwardly. Water additionally exists in waterways, 
lakes, in icecaps and icy masses which is the crisp water 
asset on earth and can be made into utilization straight 
forwardly. The proportion of salty water to fresh water on 
earth is around 40 to 1. Anyway populace development 
and industrialization has brought about the incredible 
request of crisp water for various local, farming and 
modern uses. Also, the fresh water of the earth is 
distributed very unevenly. Fresh water lack issue has 
turned into a noteworthy issue nowadays thus 
desalination of the ocean water is the main choice left. In 
this correspondence, a test investigation of modified 
safeguard sun based still or IASS at various water 
profundity. Tests are led for the climatic state of Lucknow, 
Uttar Pradesh, India. It is discovered that the day by day 
profitability of the still is expanded when profundity of 
water in the bowl is 0.01m. The day by day efficiency of the 
still increment with increment of temperature distinction 
among water and glass spread. What's more, from the 
tests it is presumed that, when water profundity decline 
inside the bowl, heat limit of bowl water abatement and 
results in higher temperature inside sun oriented still and 
better dissipation and buildup produces improved 
distillate yield. The most extreme hourly profitability of 
the still for profundities (0.01m) is observed to be 6.604 
kg/m2- day. From these outcomes it is affirmed that the 
0.01m water profundity is the ideal for greatest efficiency 
of the sun based still. The hypothetical outcomes acquired 
from the diagnostic arrangements are in great 
concurrence with the trial results. Greatest normal day by 
day distillate yield is observed to be 6.604 kg/m2-day. The 
ideal water profundity of 0.01m upgraded vanishing and 
buildup procedure and increment the yield rate, because 
of the enormous temperature distinction among water and 
glass spread. It is affirmed that the effectiveness of the still 
is expanded when profundity of water layer in the bowl is 
diminished and momentary of warmth extraction. The 
greatest normal quick proficiency of the sun oriented still 
with various profundities (0.01m) is observed to be 
39.85%. 

Key Words: Solar still, salty water, fresh water, Solar 
inverted absorver, Climate etc. 

1. INTRODUCTION  

Clean water is indispensable necessity for healthy 
environment, which impacts the social and Economic 
development of the nation. The circulation of water on 
earth's surface is particularly uneven, just, 3% of water is 
in the type of helpful water. Of this valuable water 69% is 
in the frosty mass, 30% underground and less than 1% is 
in lakes, streams and so forth. The staying 97% is as seas 
and is salty and along these lines can't be utilized for any 
family unit or modern purposes. Various types of sun 
powered stills have been made known in writing, 
including basin and wick stills. In a basin type sunlight 
based still, briny water is nourished into a basin where it 
is warmed by approaching sun based radiation. At that 
point, vapor from the hot saline water is consolidated for 
the generation of refined water. A customary sun powered 
still has one basin with no warmth recuperation from the 
straightforward spread which results in a low 
effectiveness (Al-Kharabsheh and Goswami, 2003). 
Regardless, different basins might be heaped to improve 
heat. For this situation, the most minimal basin liner is 
darkened while the other basin liners are made of a 
straightforward sheet, (for example, glass) to permit 
approaching sun oriented radiation achieve the base piece 
of the still. In a wick type sun oriented still, a darkened 
wick is drenched with saline water and warmed by 
approaching sun based radiation. Once more, vapor from 
the hot wet wick is dense for the generation of refined 
water. Basin type sun powered stills are normal and they 
have been misused in providing clean water in territories 
that can't be effectively gotten to. 

Based on different alterations and method of activities 
presented in regular sunlight based stills, the sun based 
cleaning setups are portrayed as dynamic and latent 
sunlight based still. In vivacious sort sun powered still a 
strengthening warm vitality utilizing some outer mode is 
made to bolster into the sun oriented still for snappier 
vaporization. 

1.1 Internal heat transmission  

1.1.1. Convective heat transmission 

Convective heat transmission by and large alludes to the 
convection where the heat is transmitted from one point 
to the next by the progression of the liquids. Such sort of 
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heat transmission can take place in liquids and gases. 
There are two sorts of convection for example free or 
normal convection and constrained convection. In the 
present sun powered still the convective heat 
transmission happens in the midst of the water present in 
the bowl to the interior shallow of the glass spread. This 
marvel takes place because of the temperature change 
between the parts. 

1.1.2. Evaporative heat transmission 

Evaporative heat transmission fundamentally alludes to 
the vanishing that is occurring inside the still for example 
the transformation of the liquid or water to vapor 
structure at some given temperature. This marvel happens 
in the still when the sun based radiations falls on the glass 
front of still and the vanishing of water happens. In this 
way, the dissipation happens between the water and the 
vapor that gets dense on the internal glass surface. 

1.1.3. Radiation heat transfer 

The radiation heat transmission happens primarily in light 
of the discharge of the radiation of the object. Such sort of 
warmth transmission is free of any medium. In the present 
sun based still the radiative warmth transmission takes 
between the water present in the bowl to the inward 
surface of the glass spread. 

1.2.  External heat transmission 

The outer warmth transmission in a sun powered still 
happens with the assistance of conduction convection 
furthermore, radiation. In the present still the outside 
warmth transmission is considered to occur from the 
sunlight based still to the thermosphere. Such sort of 
warmth misfortune is top misfortune heat exchange. Other 
than top misfortune heat exchange, base and side 
misfortune heat exchange are likewise a kind of outer 
warmth exchange process however are entirely 
insignificant when contrasted with the top misfortune 
heat transmission. 

1.3. Flat-plate collectors 

These gatherers are basically metal boxes that have a type 
of straightforward coating as a spread over a dim shaded 
safeguard plate. The sides and base of the authority are 
typically secured with protection to limit heat misfortunes 
to different pieces of the gatherer. Sun powered radiation 
goes through the straightforward coating material and hits 
the safeguard plate. This plate warms up, exchanging the 
warmth to either water or air that is held between the 
coating and safeguard plate. At times these safeguard 
plates are painted with uncommon coatings intended to 
assimilate and hold heat superior to customary dark paint. 
These plates are typically made out of metal that is a 
decent conveyor - generally copper or aluminum. 

Figure 1: Schematic diagram of flat-plate collector. 

1.4. Evacuated tube collectors 

This kind of sun oriented authority utilizes a progression 
of emptied cylinders to heat water for use. These cylinders 
use a vacuum, or cleared space, to catch the suns vitality 
while limiting the loss of heat to the environment. They 
have an inward metal cylinder which goes about as the 
safeguard plate, which is associated with a heat pipe to 
convey the heat gathered from the Sun to the water. This 
heat pipe is basically a pipe where the liquid substances 
are under a specific pressure. At this weight, the "hot" end 
of the pipe has bubbling fluid in it while the "chilly" end 
has consolidating vapor. This takes into consideration heat 
vitality to move all the more proficiently from one end of 
the pipe to the next. When the heat from the Sun moves 
from the hot end of the heat pipe to the consolidating end, 
the heat vitality is transported into the water being heated 
for use. 

 

Figure 2: Evacuated Tube Solar Collector 

1.5. Objectives of work 

 To study the performance of inverted absorber 
solar still with different water depth 
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 To test the nature of distillate yield. 

2. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP 

Fig. 3, fig. 4 and fig. 5 shows the experimental setup. The 
body of the sunlight based still has been made of 
galvanized iron (G.I.) sheet of thickness 0.006 m. The basin 
region and tendency point of the glass of the sunlight based 
still have been taken 0.25m2 and 32° separately. The 
stature of the south-bound mass of sun based still has been 
taken 0.15 m with a trough inside to gather the dense 
water. A reflector of sweep of shape 0.5 m has been set 
under the basin. The basin liner has been painted of a 
flimsy layer of dark paint on both of its surfaces for 
example top and base surfaces, to expand the absorptivity 
of the sun powered radiation. Two basic window glass 
front of thickness 5 mm have been utilized as a gathering 
spread over the dividers of sun oriented still and to cover 
the reflector opening. 

The glass spread on the reflector opening keeps 
descending warmth misfortune from the basin to the 
encompassing. Both the glass covers have been fixed by 
utilizing air tape, sticky tape and plastic clasps. The air tape 
gives pad to the glass spread and avoids vapor spillage. The 
plastic clasps hold the glasses on the dividers of the sun 
powered still and reflector opening. Every one of the sides 
of the IASS have been protected by a 0.02 m thick 
Styrofoam to avoid heat misfortune to the surrounding. 
The base surface of the basin has been left un-protected to 
get reflected sunlight based radiation. A plastic cylinder has 
been associated with the outlet of the trough for gathering 
the distillate into a container. 

 

Figure 3: Experimental Setup 

 

Figure 4: Experimental Setup 

 
Figure 5: Experimental Setup 

3. OBSERVATIONS 

The experiment setup was placed on the roof of my home, 
Sulabh awas gomtinagar Lucknow, uttar pradesh India. 
The experimental procedure started at 6.00 am. The water 
level in this unit was constant 0.01m by deliver of brackish 
water regularly.  

The following parameters measured during the 
experiment: 

 Intensities of Solar 

 Temperature of Water inside the still 

 Still bottom Temperature 

 Glass Cover Temperaturee 

FIRST DAY EXPERIMENT DETAIL 

DATE: 01/04/2020 

Inverted Absorber solar still for 0.01 m water depth (with 
gomti water) Temperature variation with time, Table [1] 

Time (h) Tw Tc 

6:00 12 11 

7:00 14 13 

8:00 30.5 25.3 
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9:00 38.4 32.4 
10:00 48.5 36.7 

11:00 58.1 44.3 

12:00 68.9 54.3 

13:00 71.6 58.2 

14:00 73.2 63.5 

15:00 72.6 64.7 

16:00 68.5 63.1 

17:00 65.2 62 

18:00 61.4 56.3 

19:00 54.8 50.1 

20:00 46.1 41.8 

21:00 42.5 36.2 

22:00 35.6 30 

23:00 30.1 28.1 

0:00 28.1 24.1 

1:00 24.5 22 

2:00 22.4 19.3 

3:00 19.7 18.2 

4:00 17 16 
5:00 16.1 15 

 

4. RESULT AND DISCUSIONS 

Hourly yield through solar still (kg/h), when water depth 
in basin is 0.01m. Table [2] 

Time (h) mew 

6:00 0 

7:00 0.0026 

8:00 0.05322 

9:00 0.095364 

10:00 0.3439 

11:00 0.6571 

12:00 1.1878 

13:00 1.2412 

14:00 0.9458 

15:00 0.72722 

16:00 0.37977 

17:00 0.2505 

18:00 0.1694 

19:00 0.1636 

20:00 0.1249 

21:00 0.09479 

22:00 0.07587 

23:00 0.03384 

0:00 0.01575 

1:00 0.01547 

2:00 0.01347 

3:00 0.00617 

4:00 0.00313 

5:00 0.00336 

 

Table [3] Hourly yield through solar still(kg/h) at depth of 
water 0.01m 

S.No Depth 
of 
gomti 
water 
in 
basin 

Maximum 
water 
Temperature 

Maximum 
glass cover 
temperature 

Hourly 
yield 
through 
solar 
still(kg/h) 

1 0.01m 73.20C 64.70C 6.604 

 

5. CONCLUSIONS 

There are following conclusions having been drawn: 

 There is a critical increment in the water 
temperature of an IASS because of decreased base 
warmth adversity and higher absorptivity of the 
inverted absorber plate. 

 The yield of a sunlight based still is expanded by 
inverted absorber. 

 The radiative and convective warmth exchange 
coefficients of the inverted absorber sun based 
still don't differ much with change in water 
profundity. In any case, the evaporative warmth 
exchange coefficient altogether relies upon water 
profundity because of the expansion in water 
temperature as the profundity diminishes. 

 The everyday yield diminishes with water 
profundity true to form 
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